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R
echargeable lithium-ion batteries (LIBs)
are the leading power sources for por-
table electronic devices and electrical/

hybrid vehicles owing to their high energy
density, light weight, and long service life.1�3

Electrode materials wherein are important
components in determining LIB's perfor-
mance. However, commercial graphite an-
odes used currently have a low gravimetric
capacity of 372 mAh g�1, which leads to a
limited energy output of LIBs.4 Tomeet ever-
increasing demand for LIBs with high energy
density, transition metal oxides (MOX, M:
Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, etc.), an alternative group of
promising candidates with high theoretical
capacities (>600 mAh g�1), have been
exploited as anode materials for high-per-
formance LIBs since the 1980s.5�7 Among
these MOX, cobalt monoxide (CoO) has at-
tracted special attention due to its higher
theoretical Li-ion storage capacities (716
mAh g�1) and, moreover, its completely
reversible electrochemical reaction (CoO þ
2Liþ þ 2eh Co þ Li2O).

8�12

However, the MOX materials have poor
conductivity and suffer from large vol-
ume expansion/contraction associated with
Liþ-ion insertion/extraction during the dis-
charge/charge processes, which may lead
to an irreversible capacity loss and poor
cycling stability.13,14 To circumvent these
problems, graphitic carbons such as graph-
ite15 and carbon nanofiber16/nanotube17

often serve as conductive matrices to load
MOX for improved performance. Particu-
larly, graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) car-
bon atom monolayer, is recently becoming
one of the most appearing matrices for

metal oxides due to its unique properties,
such as superior electric conductivity, high
surface area over 2600 m2 g�1, excellent
mechanical flexibility, as well as a high
theoretical lithium storage of 744 mAh
g�1.18�21 The addressing of graphene could
both increase conductivity and surface area
of the electrodes and buffer the strain
from the volume change of metal oxides
during discharge/charge processes. By far, a
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ABSTRACT In this paper, we report a facile
ultrasonic method to synthesize well-dispersed
CoO quantum dots (3�8 nm) on graphene
nanosheets at room temperature by employing
Co4(CO)12 as cobalt precursor. The prepared CoO/
graphene composites displayed high performance
as an anode material for lithium-ion battery, such
as high reversible lithium storage capacity (1592
mAh g�1 after 50 cycles), high Coulombic effi-
ciency (over 95%), excellent cycling stability, and high rate capability (1008 mAh g�1 with a total
retention of 77.6% after 50 cycles at a current density of 1000mA g�1, dramatically increased from
the initial 50 mA g�1). The extraordinary performance arises from the structure advantages of the
composites: the nanosized CoO quantum dots with high dispersity on conductive graphene
substrates supply not only large quantity of accessible active sites for lithium-ion insertion but also
good conductivity and short diffusion length for lithium ions, which are beneficial for high capacity
and rate capability. Meanwhile, the isolated CoO quantum dots anchored tightly on the graphene
nanosheets can effectively circumvent the volume expansion/contraction associated with lithium
insertion/extraction during discharge/charge processes, which is good for high capacity as well as
cycling stability. Moreover, regarding the anomalous behavior of capacity increase with cycles
(activation effect) observed, we proposed a tentative hypothesis stressing the competition between
the conductivity increase and the amorphorization of the composite electrodes during cycling in
determining the trends of the capacity, in the hope to gain a fuller understanding of the inner
working of the novel nanostructured electrode-based lithium-ion batteries.

KEYWORDS: ultrasonic synthesis . CoO quantum dots . graphene . composites .
lithium-ion batteries . anode materials . lithium storage capacity
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number of hybrid materials consisting of graphene
and metal oxides, such as Fe3O4/Fe2O3,

22�26 Co3O4/
CoO,27�31 Mn3O4,

32 NiO,33 CuO/Cu2O,
34,35 SnO2,

36�38

and TiO2,
39�41 have been prepared as anode materials

for LIBs.
It is noteworthy, on the other hand, that the size and

dispersion of metal oxides on graphene are crucial
factors for improving cell performance42�44 because
small particle size plus good dispersion (e.g., down to
several nanometers) can endow the composite elec-
trode a superior high surface area to buffer the volume
change of the oxides, but it could also bring the
required conductivity to individual nanoparticles and
shorten the diffusion length for Liþ ions, which are
beneficial for high lithium storage and rate capability,42

respectively. According to literature, however, most
metal oxide/graphene composites prepared so far
have relatively bigger MOX sizes (over 10 nm up to
hundreds of nanometers) with unsatisfying disper-
sions. Furthermore, the main routes22�27,29�36,38�41

commonly used for the preparation of the metal
oxide/graphene composites were either carried out
with complicated processes or suffered often from
poor manipulation on metal oxide/graphene. There-
fore, it is highly desired to develop a facile and general
approach for the synthesis of MOX/graphene compo-
sites with favored structures for high-performance
LIBs.
In this paper, we design a facile one-step ultrasonic

way to synthesize CoO quantum dots (3�8 nm) (QDs)
on graphene nanosheets (GNs) by using a metal
carbonyl (Co4(CO)12) cluster as the precursor at ambi-
ent temperature (see Scheme 1). The ultrasonic reac-
tion involves a two-step reaction mechanism: metallic
Co generation on GNs from Co4(CO)12 precursor de-
composition under sonication (step I) and, subse-
quently, followed by Co oxidization in situ into CoO
by solution-dissolved O2 (step II). The strong interac-
tion between electron-rich Co atoms and electrophilic
carbon atoms of graphene allows Co and CoO QDs to
be tightly anchored on graphene matrices before and
after oxidization. Meanwhile, ultrasonic condition en-
ables graphene to accommodate CoO QDs at max-
imum with an unstacked active surface. Such com-
posites with the well-dispersed CoO QDs anchored
firmly on the GNs are advantageous for inhibiting
aggregation and volume change ofMOXduring cycling
and offer a direct short pathway for Liþ diffusion. As
expected, as an anodematerial for LIBs, the typical CoO
quantun dot/graphene nanosheet (CQD/GN) compo-
sites exhibited very high reversible lithium storage
capacity and excellent rate capability.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

GNs (see characterizations in Figure S1 of the Sup-
porting Information) were used as highly effective

matrices for the preparation of the typical CQD/GN
composites. The XRD pattern of the nanocomposites in
Figure 1A displays sharp peaks corresponding to the
face-centered cubic (fcc) structure of cobalt mono-
oxide (CoO, JCPDS 48-1719) and a weak broadened
peak at 22�28�, which can be ascribed to the {200}
plane refractions of graphene,45 indicating the com-
posites are made of well-crystallized CoO and gra-
phene. The TGA measurement in Figure 1B further
determines a mass ratio of 60:40 (CoO/graphene) of
the two materials in the composites. The morphology
of the nanocomposites was primarily studied by SEM.
The low-magnification image in Figure 1C presents a
curved shape of the nanosheets with a looser stacking
style, compared with pure graphene before CoO load-
ing (see Figure S1). This implies that the CoO existence
is helpful for the separation of the GNs. A high-magni-
fication SEM image (Figure 1D) shows that the CoO
QDs hold small sizes less than 10 nm (3�8 nm) and are
uniformly distributed on the GNs.
More close observations by TEMonmorphology and

structure of the CQD/GN composites are given in
Figure 2. A low-resolution TEM image (Figure 2A) of
an individual composited nanosheet exhibits a curved
characteristic and a low contrast, revealing an ultrathin
thickness of the nanosheets with CoO QD loading.
Moreover, it can be seen that the sizes of the CoO
QDs are in the range of 3�8 nm (Figure 2B,C), which is
in good agreement with SEM observations above. The
dispersion of the CoO QDs on GNs is very uniform but
seems to be in a much denser manner (Figure 2B) in

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration for the in situ formation
mechanism of the CoO/graphene composites.

Figure 1. (A) XRD pattern, (B) TGA, and (C,D) SEM images of
the CQD/GN composites.
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contrast with that shown in Figure 1D. In fact, this is just
visual matter caused by the TEMmethod. Unlike in the
SEM, CoO QDs on both sides of GNs can be seen by
TEM, and thus their contributions are doubled, result-
ing in the high density of the CoOQDs as observed. The
selected area electronic diffraction pattern (inset in
Figure 2C) corresponding to CoO QDs circled gives a
set of diffraction rings, which can be clearly assigned
to the diffractions of the {111}, {200}, and {220}
planes, respectively, of the face-centered cubic struc-
ture of CoO. This result is consistent with the XRD

characterization where the refractions of these planes
are intensified. In addition, the high-resolution TEM
image of an individual CoO QD displays clear crystal
lattice with a spacing of 0.22 nm corresponding to the
(220) plane. Therefore, from the structural analyses, it is
certain that the QDs distributed uniformly on the
graphene are pure CoO and well-crystallized.
We think the rational selection of the Co4(CO)12

precursor and the ultrasonic method is critical for the
successful preparation of the uniformly dispersed CoO
QDs on graphene substrates. First, Co4(CO)12, as one of
metal carbonyls, is easy to dissolve or disperse in/on
suitable solvents/supports and can decompose readily
into Co atom clusters under sonication conditions
(Co4(CO)12 f 4Co þ 12CO). This is an essential way
to get the highly dispersed Co clusters on GNs and,
subsequently, CoO QDs via in situ oxidation (2Co þ
O2f 2CoO). On the other hand, the ultrasonic method
provides a necessary drive for the complete decom-
position of Co4(CO)12 and also for avoiding aggrega-
tion of the as-produced Co/CoO and restacking of the
GNs, which ensures an efficient way for the graphene
support to load the Co clusters or CoO QDs with large
and active surfaces. Of course, the electrostatic attrac-
tion between electron-rich Co atoms and electron-
unsaturated carbon atoms of graphene can enable
Co or CoO to be firmly anchored on the graphene
surface and thus enhance the conjunction stability of
the hybrids.
Figure 3 shows the electrochemical performance of

the typical CQD/GN composites. As shown in Figure 3A,

Figure 2. (A�C) TEM images and (D) high-resolution TEM
image of the CQD/GN composites. Inset in C is the electronic
diffraction pattern corresponding to the CoO QDs circled.

Figure 3. (A) Cyclic voltammograms of the CQD/GN composites in a voltage range of 0.0�3.0 V at a scanning rate of 1mV s�1.
(B) Galvanostatic charge�discharge curves cycled at the 2nd, 10th, 20th, 30th, 40th, and50th cycle of theCQD/GNcomposites
between 3.00 and 0.01 V at a current density of 50 mA g�1. (C) Cycling performance and (D) rate capability of the CQD/GN
composites at the current densities between 50 and 1000 mA g�1.
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a cyclic voltammogram (CV) test was applied to in-
vestigate the detailed electrochemical properties at a
scan rate of 1 mV/s within the voltage window of
0.01�3.00 V. Two cathodic peaks at voltage potentials
of 0.7 and 0.43 V are observed in the first cathodic scan,
while they disappeared in the following scans, which is
due to the irreversible formation of a solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) and the decomposition of electro-
lyte.46,47 In subsequent cycles, the cathodic peaks shift
to 1.3 V and tends to be stable. In the anodic scans, the
peaks at 2.2 V are recorded. These cathodic and anodic
peaks at 1.3 and 2.2 V correspond to the electroche-
mical reduction/oxidation (CoO h Co) reactions ac-
companying Liþ insertion (lithiation) and extraction
(delithiation).15 In addition, the sharp reduction peak at
0.02 V and the broad oxidation peak at 0.27 V are
ascribed to the insertion/extraction of Li into/from
graphene,27 suggesting that the graphene in the com-
posites is also electroactive for lithium storage.
Figure 3B presents the charge/discharge profiles of

the CQD/GN composites in the 2nd, 10th, 20th, 30th,
40th, and 50th cycles at a current density of 50mA g�1.
In accordance with the CV analysis above, three volt-
age plateaus are observed during the charge/dis-
charge processes. The presence of a sloping dis-
charge plateau at 1.5�0.7 V corresponds to the gen-
eration of Li2O accompanying the reduction of CoO
into metal Co. The occurrence of two sloping plateaus
at ca. 1.2 and 2.2 V in the charge processes should be
ascribed to the oxidation reaction of Co with Li2O.

11

The following sloping curves go down to the cutoff
voltage of 0.01 V, which indicates the insertion/extrac-
tion of lithium to graphene.48 The discharge plateau
shifts gradually to a low potential range of 1.2�0.7 V
upon cycling, implying that the discharge process
involving homogeneous distribution of amorphous
Co embedded in the Li2O matrix has been built.42 Thus
a high reversible capacity and excellent cycling perfor-
mance can be achieved. As illustrated in Figure 3B, we
can see that the CQD/GN composites display increas-
ing high capacities with cycles from 1120 mAh g�1 in
the second cycle to 1690 mAh g�1 in the 50th cycle.
This trend recurs in the cycle performance test, as
shown in Figure 3C.
Figure 3C shows the cycling performance of the CQD/

GN composites at a current density of 50 mA g�1. It
can be seen that the sample delivers a superhigh
lithium storage capacity of about 1756mAh g�1 during
the first discharge process. However, a relative low
charge capacity of 980 mAh g�1 is achieved, corre-
sponding to a Coulombic efficiency of 56%. The large
irreversible capacity loss during the first discharge/
charge process is mainly related to the irreversible
lithium loss due to the SEI layer formation. This char-
acteristic agrees well with the CV result that the
cathodic peaks are present in the first scan while
absent afterward. In the second cycle, the Coulombic

efficiency increases to 95% and a discharge capacity
of 996.2 mAh g�1 is achieved, which is much higher
than the theoretical value for CoO/graphene compo-
sites (Ctheoretical = CCoO � mass percentage of CoO þ
Cgraphene � mass percentage of graphene = 716 �
60%þ 744� 40% = 727.2 mAh g�1). It is reported that
the graphene nanosheets have significant disorder/
defects, which can also contribute to the lithium
storage capacity,49 in addition to the intrinsic theoret-
ical capacity (formation of intercalation compounds
Li3C

50). Besides, the reversible decomposition of the
electrolyte with the formation of SEI and extra lithium-
ion adsorption/desorption on the SEIwhile cyclingmay
lead to the high experimental lithium storage capacity,
as well.8,47 More interestingly, the reversible capacities
show an upward trendwith the cycles, similar to that in
galvanostatic charge/discharge analysis (Figure 3B),
from the second cycle up to the 50th cycle. After
50 cycles, the reversible capacity of the CQD/GN
composites reaches 1592 mAh g�1, demonstrating
the high lithium storage capability and the excellent
cycling behavior of the sample. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the highest reported capacity for
cobalt-oxide-based LIB anode materials.
In addition, the CQD/GN composites exhibited ex-

cellent rate capability. As shown in Figure 3D, the CQD/
GN composites show a reversible capacity as high as
1299 mAh g�1 after the 10th cycle at a current density
of 50 mA g�1, then 1206 mAh g�1 after the 20th cycle
at 100 mA g�1, 1177 mAh g�1 after the 30th cycle at
250 mA g�1, 1100 mAh g�1 after the 40th cycle at
500 mA g�1, and 1008 mAh g�1 after the 50th cycle at
1000 mA g�1. The excellent retention in total of 77.6%
is obtained when the current density is enlarged 20
times from 50 to 1000 mA g�1. Moreover, when the
rate returns from 1000 mA g�1 to the initial 50 mA g�1,
the composite electrode releases a much higher re-
versible capacity (1719 mAh g�1) after the 60th cycle
than the initial one. It can be detected that, in spite of
high current densities applied, the increasing slope
(capacity versus cycle) in rate capability is approxi-
mately comparable to that in cycling performance
conducted at the same 50 mA g�1 (Figure 3C), indicat-
ing the extraordinarily high cycling stability. Further-
more, the rate capability of the typical CQD/GN
composites performed in another wider current den-
sity range from 50 to as high as 4000 mA g�1 also
displays high cycling stability and good retention, as
listed in Figure S2. The extraordinary performance
relies on the specific structure of the sample that offers
the good conductivity of the electrode for fast Liþ-ion
diffusion, the large quantity of accessible sites for Liþ

insertion, and the nanoscaled uniform dispersity for
improved reversibility of reactions.
Influence of synthesis parameters, including Co4-

(CO)12 concentration and sonication, on CQD/GN com-
posite structures and their lithium-ion performance
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has been investigated, as well, as shown in Figure 4.
Relatively lower CoO load (Figure 4A) andmuch higher
CoO load with severe aggregation (Figure 4B) on the
graphene nanosheets were obtained at half and dou-
ble Co4(CO)12 precursor concentration, while analo-
gous CoO load with slight aggregation was produced
at the same Co4(CO)12 concentration with stirring
instead of sonication, respectively, compared with that
of the typical CQD/GN composites. The cycling perfor-
mance of these samples at a high current density of
1000 mA is shown in Figure 4D. It can be seen that
capacities of all three samples start from around
900 mAh g�1 at the first cycle and then decrease upon
cycling. In contrast, their performances are apparently
worse than that of the typical CQD/GN sample at the
same current density of 1000 mA g�1 after tens of
cycles (Figure 3D and Figure S2), where both higher
capacity over 1000 mAh g�1 and stable capacity
behavior were achieved. It can be analyzed that the
low capacity of samples A and C should mainly result
from less CoO loading and poor CoO dispersion, which
respectively lead to less active sites and poor Liþ-ion
diffusion, whereas the rapid capacity decay of sample B
is probably ascribed to the severe aggregation due to
CoO overloading, which will cause poor conductivity
and even electrode pulverization with cycles.
It should be noted that, usually, LIB capacity fades

with cycles, regardless of rates. This is normally caused
by the deactivation of oxides or the disability of lithium
insertion/extraction during long-time cycling. In pre-
vious reports, the anomalous behaviors of capacity
increase upon cycling were discovered and rationally
attributed to the reversible growth of pseudocapaci-
tive polymeric film.51 However, since LIBs are quite
complex systems, there is probably more than one
factor associated with this phenomenon, which moti-
vates us to probe the mechanism fuller. As mentioned

in the preparation section, the amorphous CoO was
prepared on the GNs before heat treatment (Figure
S3A�C). Compared with the thermally treated crystal-
lized CoO QDs, the amorphous CoO has otherwise no
difference except higher dispersity (isolated small
grains at atomic scale) and consequentially poorer
conductivity. It can be deduced that the higher dis-
persity offering more accessible active sites for lithium
insertion could give rise to a higher lithium storage
capacity, while the poorer conductivity exerts an op-
posite effect by hindering Liþ-ion diffusion and inser-
tion (CoO þ 2Liþ þ 2e f Co þ Li2O), leading to the
capacity fading. To our surprise, the analysis is vali-
dated experimentally: the amorphous CoO/graphene
composites deliver a superhigh lithium storage capa-
city of 2000 mAh g�1 in the first discharge process
(see Figure S3D, the cycling performance at a current
density of 50 mA g�1), which is much higher than that
of the crystallized CQD/GN composites (1756 mAh g�1).
Nevertheless, the capacity fades constantly to 700
mAh g�1 after 50 cycles due to poor conductivity.
The above experimental facts give us a valuable in-
dication to explain the anomalous capacity increase
tentatively: (i) during the cycling processes, with re-
versible lithium insertion/extraction, the crystallized
MOX changed gradually to be amorphous, which had
been well researched,16 as also confirmed by the XRD
result of the CQD/GN composites after cycling pro-
cesses (Figure S4). This means, in other words, that
more and more accessible active sites were available
for Liþ-ion insertion, expressing definitely as the con-
stant growth of capacity; (ii) on the other hand, the
conductivity of theMOX/graphene electrode decreases
during the cycling, correspondingly, leading to the
capacity decrease. Obviously, the two factors play a
competitive role in determining the trends of capacity.
In detail, for (i) dominated processes, the capacities
increase with cycles (so-called activation processes),
which is adaptable to our case that the continual
capacity increase of the CQD/GN composites during
all 50 cycles (see Figure S5, type 1); while for (ii) domi-
nated processes, the capacity goes down oppositely;
this is common behavior for most MOX-based LIBs (see
Figure S5, type 2); when (i) and (ii) reach an equilibrium
at a point during the cycling, the maximum capacity
could be achieved (Figure S5, type 3), corresponding to
some cases observed in previous reports.8,10,16,22 It can
be further predicted that if more cycles are applied in
the cycling performance for our crystallized CQD/GN
composites, the capacity will reach a maximum and
then drop, due to the steeply decreasing the conduc-
tivity upon later cycling. To verify this prediction, more
cycles following cycling performance measurement of
Figure 3C were applied to the typical CQD/GN compo-
sites. It was found that the capacity still increases
with cycles until the 69th cycle and then decreases
gradually (Figure S6), which confirms our proposed

Figure 4. SEM images (A�C) of CoO/graphene nanocom-
posites at different synthesis conditions and their cycling
performance (D) at a high current density of 1000 mA g�1.
The synthesis conditions were kept typical except half
(A) and double (B) Co4(CO)12 precursor concentration and
stirring instead of sonication (C) were applied.
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hypothesis. So, strictly, type 1 should be the early half
part of the type 3, and the presence of the type 1 (or
activation processes) is dependent, to some extent, on
the structure of the composite electrodes, such as shape,
size, as well as dispersity of MOX. We think the size down
to several nanometers, good dispersity of MOX, and the
compact contact of MOX/supports are favorable for such
activationprocesses.Wehope that our explanation could
be helpful for better understanding the correlation be-
tween MOX-based electrodes and LIB performance dur-
ing the discharge/charge processes.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have presented a novel ultrasonic
approach for the facile synthesis of the CQD/GN com-
posites by choosing (Co)4CO12 as the precursor. The
CoO QDs held an average diameter of ∼5 nm and
uniform dispersity on the GNs. Such CoO/graphene
hybrid architecture is ideal for lithium storage. First, the
CoO QDs in small size with the high mass load (60%)
provided a great deal of active sites, which was
responsible for the high lithium capacity. Meanwhile,
the CoO QDs that firmly anchored on the GNs could
avoid serious volume change and agglomeration of
the oxides caused by lithium insertion/extraction,
thereby ensuring a high reversibility during the
discharge/charge processes, which accounted for

the high cycling stability. Moreover, the isolated
nanosized CoO on the conductive graphene support
could not only endow each CoO QD with the required
conductivity but also give the diffusion shortcut for Liþ

ions. This would significantly facilitate the lithium
diffusion kinetics and lead to the excellent rate cap-
ability. As a result, the CQD/GN hybrid electrode de-
monstrated extraordinary performance, such as high
reversible lithium storage capacity (1592 mAh g�1 in
the 50th cycle), excellent cycling performance, and rate
capability (1008 mAh g�1 when the discharge current
enlarged 20 times to 1000 mA g�1). In addition,
regarding the open question that the capacity in-
creases anomalously during the discharge/charge pro-
cesses, we have analyzed on the basis of the obtained
experimental results and proposed a plausible hypoth-
esis to explain the formation mechanisms for the three
types of capacity behaviors observed so far, trying to
bring a fuller and clearer understanding. Besides LIBs,
the CQD/GN composites with good conductivity and
high dispersity are promising in other areas such as gas
sensors, electro-/photocatalysis, etc. Furthermore, it is
highly possible that this facile ultrasonic method can
be extended as a general approach to other transition
metal systems for the preparation of highly dispersed
nanosized MOX on graphene, by rationally choosing
metal carbonyl counterparts.

METHODS
Preparation of CQD/GN Composites. The CQD/GN composites

were prepared by a facile ultrasonic method at room tempera-
ture. In a typical synthesis, 40 mg of GNs (prepared via a
modified Hummer's method52) was dispersed in 90 mL of
hexane under sonication for 1 h, then an appropriate amount
of Co4(CO)12 (Alfa Aesar, China) was added directly into the
above solution and sonicated for another 1 h. Subsequently,
the resulting products were collected by centrifugation,
washed with deionized water and ethanol, and dried at
60 �C in air. The products were characterized to be amor-
phous CoO on the GNs at this step. Finally, the crystalline
CQD/GN composites were obtained via a thermal treatment
at 550 �C for 3 h under N2 atmosphere.

Material Characterizations. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
JEOL, JSM-6700F and Hitachi, S-4800), transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM, Philips, FEI TecnaiG 2F20), power X-ray diffraction
(XRD,D/max rB, CuKR radiation), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA,
Netzsch STA409C, measured from30 to 900 �C at a heating rate of
10 �C/min in air), X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS, recorded on a
PHI quantera SXM spectrometer with an Al KR = 280.00 eV
excitation source; the binding energies were calibrated by refer-
encing the C1s peak (284.6 eV) to reduce the sample charge
effect), and Raman measurements (a WiTec Alpha300 system
with a 532 nm wavelength incident laser light) were applied to
characterize the obtained samples.

Electrochemical Measurements. Electrochemical performance
was evaluated via CR2016-type coin cell on a LAND battery test
system (CT2001A, China). Theworking electrodewas composed
of 80 wt % active material (CQD/GN composites), 12 wt %
acetylene black (Super-P), and 8 wt % poly(vinylidene fluoride)
(PVDF) binder dissolved in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP).
Lithium foil was used as the counter and reference electrode,
and polypropylene (PP) membrane (Celgard 2400) was em-
ployed as a separator. The electrolytes were 1 M LiPF6 dissolved

in amixture of ethylene (EC) and diethyl carbonate (DEC) (1:1, v/v).
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurement was carried out using
Autolab 302n electrochemical workstation at a scanning rate of
1 mV s�1. The batteries were assembled in an argon-filled glove-
box and galvanostatic charged/discharged at various current
densities of 50�1000 mA g�1 in the fixed voltage range of
3�0.01 V at room temperature.
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